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I. Introduction

[1.1] The fourteenth-century *ars nova* is important for the history of composition in western Europe primarily due to the confluence of two interrelated aspects of musical language: namely, a newly expanded rhythmic vocabulary and a codification of the rules for creating two-part counterpoint (*contrapunctus*). Sarah Fuller observes:

*Ars nova* rhythmic practices, based on a greatly expanded temporal domain, engendered clear harmonic distinctions born of extreme differences in duration coupled with precise phrase modeling. In fact, the tendency to magnify selected sonorities is already apparent in motets associated with Petrus de Cruce and his circle in which held chords stand out in bold relief at phrase endings. *An issue-oriented history of compositional technique might indeed claim that a primary task of fourteenth-century composers was to develop control over new harmonic resources forced to the fore by novel rhythmic practices.* (1986, 38; italics added)

That is to say, probably as a result of the possibilities of a new rhythmic vocabulary, composers began to organize and conceptualize the contrapuntal framework in a new way. Modern analyses
of sonority in fourteenth-century music, however, tend to de-emphasize consideration of the relationship between sonority choice and the rhythmic unfolding of a composition. Most studies concentrate on identifying the progression of significant sonorities—that is, on uncovering composers’ manipulations of the syntax that informs sonority choice. In addition, this scholarship tends to focus on compositions written around the 1340s or later, and almost exclusively on the secular songs of Guillaume de Machaut.\(^1\) The analysis of sonority in music written in the period immediately prior to Machaut’s activity, and prior to the codification and widespread dissemination of contrapunctus theory, has received little attention to date.\(^2\)

[1.2] The present article analyzes the distribution of sonority as it relates to rhythm across a repertoire of French three- and four-voice motets composed in the years just before and during the emergence and establishment of the *ars nova*, that is, roughly spanning the decades from ca. 1300–1350.\(^3\) The syntax or progression of one sonority to another is not considered; our focus is on identifying and quantifying the types of sonority deployed at regularly occurring timepoints within the metrical organization of specific motets and groups of motets, regardless of the function of the particular sonority within the contrapuntal framework. In so doing, this study foregrounds an aspect of composition that Fuller (in the passage quoted above) contends was fundamental to how contrapunctus developed during the fourteenth century—that is, the ways in which the placement of particular sonority types was related to metrical position. Rather than subjectively selecting the “significant” sonorities within a piece—an effort that would rely on the analyst’s perception of the overarching contrapuntal goals—we use computational musicological methods to analyze, count, and categorize the distribution of sonority types across individual motets and groupings of these motets, and examine how the distribution of sonority types aligns with the metrical organization of these compositions. While perhaps a crude and simplistic measurement, especially when considered in comparison to the detailed observation and judgement of a skilled human analyst, this analysis by computer gives a sense of just how “perfect” or “dissonant,” for example, the overall sound of a motet is as it progresses through time. A computer-based analysis also allows for the rapid comparison of sonority usage in a large number of motets in order to track trends in distribution across the course of a single motet, and across larger and smaller sub-groupings within the repertoires selected for study.

[1.3] That relatively consistent theories of two-part counterpoint informed both improvisatory and compositional practice in Europe by the middle of the fourteenth century has been established in several studies.\(^4\) The two-part contrapuntal framework, termed contrapunctus, is first described in treatises from the 1330s: Petrus frater dictus palma ociosa’s 1336 treatise regards the two-part framework as an established phenomenon. The centrality of the two-part framework persisted through the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.\(^5\) Most notated polyphony of the later Middle Ages, however, is written for three or four voice parts. Almost sixty years ago, Richard Crocker (1962) demonstrated that medieval two-part writing is not linear: two-part polyphony is not the successive layering of two melodies, but rather was devised as a progression of a series of two-part intervals. It follows that three- and four-part writing in the later Middle Ages was conceived (and perceived) at least to some degree as the consecutive succession of three- or four-part sonorities (Crocker calls them “chords”), even if one pair of voices in the texture may have priority structurally and was composed first.\(^6\)

[1.4] Fourteenth-century singers learned how to add a voice in counterpoint to another voice by following rules regarding allowable progressions of intervals—such as avoiding parallel perfect intervals, or resolving an imperfect interval to the closest perfect interval—and then adding embellishments to this two-part framework. Furthermore, fourteenth-century composers crafted polyphony in the same way that they had learned to sing; Fuller, for example, demonstrates how the active surfaces of fourteenth-century polyphony may be distinguished from what she terms the “skeletal frame of essential consonances” (Fuller 1986, 38). While analytical approaches vary to some degree, most analyses of fourteenth-century polyphony produce voice-reduction-style graphs, which outline the skeletal contrapuntal progressions and eliminate repetitions of vertical sonorities, passing tones, and dissonances.\(^7\) Fuller’s analysis of the first *talea* of Machaut’s motet *Bone pastor* (Motet 18) offers one example of this method (Example 1). A reduction (or “background syntax”) of the vertical sonorities is shown in the analysis labeled “c.” Here the 24-breve *talea* is
essentially reduced to the opening vertical sonority of each half of the *talea* and the directed progressions at the *talea*’s midpoint and close (62).

Such analyses that distinguish the surface details from the contrapuntal framework serve a variety of purposes—for example, revealing the correct application of *musica ficta* through an analysis of the contrapuntal progressions, which is essential to the establishment of the musical text (Fuller 1986, Leach 2000b); describing how the perception of a song’s form or “shape” can change through the composer’s manipulation of the tonal center (Bain 2008); or even, informed by a thorough understanding of a composer’s contrapuntal practice, uncovering scribal error in the transmission of particular works (Leach 2000b).

[1.5] Fuller proposed that it was the fourteenth-century’s move towards the rhythmic stratification of voices in the motet, combined with the greater variety of rhythmic durations, that led to this elaboration of the contrapuntal framework. Fuller contrasts this temporal extension of individual sonorities to thirteenth-century compositional processes, where the active surface and the framework were one and the same (1986, 38). As mentioned, Fuller’s analysis of Machaut’s *Bone pastor/Bone pastor/BONE PASTOR* (Example 1) identifies just two harmonic goals over the course of 24 breves: the directed progressions that resolve on perfect sonorities at breves 9–10 and 18–19. By contrast, thirteenth-century theorists discuss “harmonic goals” (resolutions to perfect intervals such as the unison, perfect fifth, and octave) that often align with each metrical unit (n.b., the fundamental metrical unit in the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries is the *longa*, which is comprised of two or three short notes, *breves*, equivalent to one *tempus* each). The anonymous *Discantus positio vulgaris* (ca. 1230–40) states: “Let it be known further that all odd notes, when consonant, are more consonant than even notes, and when dissonant, are less dissonant than even” (McKinnon 1998, 110). That is to say, intervals or sonorities that fall at the onset of the *longa* ought to be more consonant than those that do not, and if dissonant sonorities are placed on the onset of the *longa*, they ought to be less dissonant than those that occur elsewhere. In his description of discant, Johannes de Garlandia (ca. 1240–60) notes that the consonances termed perfect always fall at the beginning of the modal unit (Reimer 1972, 76). And Franco of Cologne, writing ca. 1280, states that perfect consonances mark the beginnings of the fundamental metrical unit, which Franco termed a “perfection”: “Be it also understood that in all the modes concords are always to be used at the beginning of a perfection” (McKinnon 1998, 131).

Theorists continue to emphasize the relationship of vertical sonority to the metrical framework in the fourteenth century. In 1336, Petrus frater dictus palma ociosa, for example, writes that “two or more pitches reach the ear in combinations governed by *modus* and *tempus*” (italics added), and he organizes his music examples, which outline the elaborations of the contrapuntal framework, according to the twelve metrical combinations of *modus, tempus, and prolatio* (Wolf 1913–14, 507).

[1.6] Nonetheless, most modern analyses that investigate the skeletal contrapuntal framework tend to downplay their consideration of a composition’s metrical organization and the rhythmic durations of specific sonorities. For example, the reductive charts in the studies of Fuller (1986, 1992) and Elizabeth Eva Leach (2000a, 2000b, 2001) often feature stemless note heads that indicate the perfect, imperfect, and dissonant intervals, omitting any graphic element that reflects the sonority’s duration. Fuller sometimes numbers the breve units, however, and/or organizes her graphs according to the isorhythmic structure. Jared Hartt (2010, 205–6), as a counterexample, includes several examples where the sonority reductions are marked with bar lines. But while an analyst may or may not include graphic elements that reflect rhythmic aspects in their figures or music examples, these features do still inform their analyses. For example, in her contrapuntal analysis of Machaut’s ballades, Leach comments that Machaut “frequently pits contrapuntal value against temporal value but preserves a sense of hierarchy in terms of metrical position, that is dissonances on strong beats tend to be short and those in weaker parts of the mensural unit may be long” (2000b, 50). And Fuller cautions against focusing exclusively on the syntactic structure of the counterpoint, since other elements are also important: “voice-leading, duration, position within a phrase or mensural unit, pitch degree” (1986, 47).

[1.7] The present study, then, does two things. First, we present some basic, computationally derived data about the number and types of sonorities used and discuss how the placement of
specific sonority types align with the metrical organization. We consider motets that date roughly from the turn of the thirteenth century to ca. 1350, thus including works that directly precede the mid-century focus of previous studies, and that bridge the change in compositional procedure Fuller proposes. Second, since the motets are chosen from five central French manuscripts that have informed historical narratives about stylistic development in the fourteenth century, each frequently held up as representative of a particular “turning-point” in music history, we test some historical and theoretical assumptions about the differences and similarities between these manuscripts’ motets.

[1.8] What this study does not do, however, is produce bespoke sophisticated analyses of counterpoint and sonority that are the domain of human musicologists. Some caveats, then, need to be explicitly set forth. Since we focused on sonorities that were used at specific timepoints during compositions and asked the computer to count those, meaningful sonorities within the contrapuntal framework that occurred outside of these timepoints were not counted. Similarly, if dissonances occur on these specific timepoints, regardless of whether a human analyst might consider this dissonance a “passing” dissonance, the computer still counted it. All of this will be explained in detail below. Finally, it is important to note that this study came about in the context of investigating the possibilities afforded to us by the built-in tools of particular computer software, which are mostly fairly basic tools for counting intervals in symbolic music files. We adopt a heuristic approach, defining categories of sonority based on previous musicological scholarship, rather than trying to build an unsupervised machine learning program that might derive these categories from the corpus. (12) We also grouped the motets in our repertoire according to the manuscript sources in which they were copied, which allows us to observe trends within and between these predetermined groups. In other words, our model knows a priori the categories under investigation.

[1.9] Section II outlines some influential descriptions and classifications of vertical sonorities in late medieval theory and in modern scholarship, and presents the classification system we deploy here. Section III explains the computational methods used to collect and analyze the sonority data, and Section IV presents the findings of our analysis, offering some preliminary observations and conclusions about sonority usage in the late medieval French motet repertoire.

II. Classifications of vertical sonorities

Criteria for selecting the repertoire

[2.1] As mentioned in [1.2], this study examines a representative sample of sixty-two three- and four-voice motets from the French repertoire dating from ca. 1300–1350—that is, a repertory that in the historical narrative bridges the so-called “old art” of music (ars antiqua) and the “new art” (ars nova). The sample comprises (1) twenty-three motets from the eighth and last fascicle of the Montpellier Codex, probably copied in the 1300s or 1310s, but transmitting a repertoire that spans late thirteenth- and early fourteenth-century styles (hereafter referred to as the Mo8 group); (2) eighteen motets probably composed in the first two decades of the fourteenth century and copied in the interpolated Roman de Fauvel manuscript (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, f. fr. 146, copied ca. 1317–22), and/or in the Brussels Rotulus (Brussels, Bibliothèque royale de Belgique, Ms. 19606, copied ca. 1330) (hereafter the FauvBr group); and (3) a selection of twenty-one motets, probably composed in the middle decades of the fourteenth century and copied in the Ivrea Codex (Ivrea, Biblioteca capitolare, Ms. 115, copied in the late 1370s, 1380s and 1390s), and listed in the index of the incomplete Trémoïlle manuscript (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, nouvelle acquisition française 23190) (hereafter the IvTrem group). (13)

[2.2] Why these manuscripts and these motets? First, with the exception of the manuscripts of Machaut’s collected works, relatively few complete codices of French polyphony survive from the period in question: in addition to the five sources mentioned in the previous paragraph (three codices, one rotulus, and one index of a lost codex), most of the other sources that transmit French polyphony with repertoire from the first half of the fourteenth century are fragment scraps. On the other hand, relatively few of the extant fragmentary manuscripts contain works that do not have
concordances in one of these five sources. Thus this selection is representative of the French motet repertoire dating from the first half of the fourteenth century, or at least of what survives today.\(^{(14)}\) The argument could be made that Machaut’s motets ought to be included, since at least nineteen of his motets were composed before ca. 1350. We decided, however, that since the Machaut motets would comprise a relatively large group of works by a single composer, their inclusion had the potential to skew the data.\(^{(15)}\)

[2.3] Second, from our narrowed down list of sources, whose copying dates are noted above, we wanted to choose the motets likely composed in the first half of the fourteenth century, since the dates of composition can substantially differ from dates of copying.\(^{(16)}\) The eighth fascicle of the Montpellier Codex, the *Roman de Fauvel* manuscript, and the Brussels Codex contain motets of different styles, some of which musicologists generally regard as older (i.e., composed in the thirteenth century, or at least imitating a thirteenth-century style), and some as newer—that is, composed in the first decade or two of the fourteenth century. In order to make this selection, rather than relying on a possibly subjective understanding of motet style, motets were chosen on the basis of a notational feature that might flag a “newer” style, namely syllabic semibreves (that is, text syllables set to single semibreves) in any voice part.\(^{(17)}\) Twenty-three motets in the eighth fascicle of the Montpellier Codex fit this criteria (the *Mo8* group), as did eighteen more of the motets copied in the *Roman de Fauvel* manuscript and/or the Brussels rotulus (the *FauvBr* group).\(^{(18)}\) Thus the *Mo8* group includes some of the newest motets within the Montpellier Codex that might be still classified as *ars antiqua*, including all of those within the fascicle that are in an experimental notational style now called “Petronian.” Many of the motets of the *Roman de Fauvel* in the *FauvBr* group have been characterized in many music history textbooks as representative of the “new art of music” (*ars nova*) that was criticized at length by Jacobus in book VII of his *Speculum musicae*, but which some more recent studies view as more “transitional.”\(^{(19)}\) Some lesser-known motets are also in the *FauvBr* group. Finally, cross-referencing the motets that are concordant between the Ivrea manuscript and the Trémoïlle index returns a selection of motets, most of which probably date from the 1330s and 1340s—the established “*ars nova*” —and include most of the motets by Philippe de Vitry or motets attributed to him (the *IvTrem* group).\(^{(20)}\) The three groupings—*Mo8*, *FauvBr*, and *IvTrem*—are roughly the same size (23, 18, 21 motets respectively). One might expect that these sixty-two motets would reflect three (perhaps overlapping) phases of compositional practice with respect to vertical sonority during the first half of the fourteenth century, mapping (very generally) onto the historical designations *ars antiqua*—transitional—*ars nova*.

[2.4] A third consideration in our selection of repertoire was that it had to be publicly available in symbolic notation. These sixty-two motets had previously been encoded for the digital editions presented on the *Measuring Polyphony* website; downloadable files of the encodings are also available on the project’s Github page.\(^{(21)}\) The full list of motets examined in this article is given in Appendix 1.

**Classifying fourteenth-century sonorities**

[2.5] The next step was to employ a standardized classification for vertical sonorities of three or four parts. Given the lack of descriptions in fourteenth-century *contrapunctus* manuals of sonorities composed of more than two voices, both Fuller and Harpt propose new taxonomies to describe three- and four-voice sonorities in fourteenth-century compositions (see Example 2).\(^{(22)}\) The classifications used in the present analysis build on both authors’ taxonomies, with certain modifications. Our aim was to develop a heuristic model that would classify large numbers of intervals according to these predetermined models (with some refinements, as described below). Fuller extrapolates a classification for vertical sonorities from medieval descriptions of two-part intervals, which consider the quality of the intervals above the lowest-sounding pitch; Harpt positions his taxonomy as an expansion and refinement of the taxonomy set forth by Fuller.\(^{(23)}\) The quality of concord exists along a continuum from perfect—the most stable, and sweet-sounding sonority—to dissonant—the most unstable, and harsh-sounding sonority.\(^{(24)}\) One fourteenth-century treatise addresses three-part vertical sonorities (“Quicumque voluerit duos contrapunci,”
Coussemaker [1864–76] 1963, 3:92b–93b; this author also takes into consideration the intervals between the upper voices. Har uses this text as a basis for the schema he outlines. (25)

[2.6] Example 2 highlights the key differences between the classifications of Fuller and Har, which are specifically found in their descriptions of “Mixed,” “Imperfect,” and “Doubly imperfect” sonorities (see Example 3 for our classification system, which draws on both Fuller and Har). Fuller’s “Imperfect” category can encompass two quite different sounding sonorities—for example, a unison or octave combined with an imperfect interval; and a sonority composed of a third and a fifth. (In addition, four-voice sonorities may have an octave compound of the imperfect interval.) Har differentiates between these two sorts of sonorities, and would classify the first as “Imperfect” and the second as “Mixed.” On the other hand, his broader classification of “Imperfect” does not account for the “special sound” that Fuller’s classification includes to distinguish sonorities that contain two different imperfect intervals (i.e., a third combined with a sixth), since his “Imperfect” category embraces both sonorities composed of a single imperfect interval and sonorities composed of two different imperfect intervals. (26)

[2.7] Some specific examples will help clarify these divergences. Har’s system, for example, would classify the sonority a-c-c’ as “Imperfect-I,” because it comprises an imperfect interval (third: a-c) plus its compound (tenth: a-c’) (Example 4a). Har’s system would classify the sonority a-a’-c’ as “Mixed-I,” because it has one perfect interval (octave: a-a’) and one imperfect interval (tenth: a’-c’) above the lowest pitch (Example 4b). Both sonorities sound fairly similar to the ear, however, and both include an imperfect interval and an octave (though only Example 4b has a perfect interval above the lowest pitch). Fuller’s system, on the other hand, would classify Example 4b as “Imperfect.” Example 4a cannot be labelled in Fuller’s classification system, because it reduces compound intervals to simple intervals; both imperfect intervals are treated as the same interval (a-c: third). Fuller’s classifications are also ambiguous with respect to doublings. The sonority shown in Example 4c, with the lowest voice doubled, is “Imperfect” in both Fuller and Har’s classification, because it has both a perfect interval (a-a: unison) and an imperfect interval (a-c: third) above the lowest note, even though it essentially sounds the same as a single two-part imperfect interval, like the reduction of Example 4a.

[2.8] In the process of translating these sonority classifications into rules that can be used by the computer, certain voice doublings and combinations of intervals needed to be accounted for in a more consistent way. The categories proposed for this study (outlined in Example 3) merge the classifications of Fuller and Har (outlined in Example 2), but also add further nuance with respect to voice doublings and interval combinations. Following Fuller, we included a “Doubly imperfect” type. Following Har, we included a type for “Dissonant” sonorities. (27) All compound intervals are reduced to simple intervals. (28) In computing the sonority types (further described in Section III below), once the “Dissonant” sonorities were counted, only intervals against the lowest-sounding note in a sonority were counted. (29)

[2.9] Our classification also had to accommodate sonorities in four-voice textures and the octave intervals that frequently occur in four-voice writing. We added one further specification to Fuller’s classification of “Doubly imperfect” sonorities (sonorities with two imperfect intervals), as Examples 5a–d make clear. (30) If the fourth voice doubles one of the upper voices at the octave in a “Doubly imperfect” sonority, such as f-a-d-a’ (Example 5a), the sonority probably still ought to be classified as “Doubly imperfect.” But if the fourth voice doubles the lowest-sounding voice an octave above, as in the example f-a-d-f’ (Example 5b), the octave is counted as a perfect interval (because it sounds against the lowest voice), and this mix of perfect and imperfect intervals results in a “Mixed” sonority. Thus the extra criterion “and no perfect intervals above the lowest sounding voice” was added to both the “Imperfect” and “Doubly imperfect” categories (see again Example 3). Without this specification, we would observe far fewer imperfect sonorities in four voices; with this specification Example 5c is classified as “Imperfect,” as is Example 5d, since the unison doubling with the lowest voice is not counted as a perfect interval for this purpose. That is to say, in four-voice music, if we had required all three intervals above the lowest voice to be of the same type, “Imperfect” could become a very restrictive category since it requires no perfect intervals (else the...
classification is “Mixed”) and only one kind of imperfect interval (else the classification is “Doubly imperfect”).

III. Counting and classifying vertical sonorities using the computer

[3.1] The question we asked is the following: With respect to the metrical organization of a composition or group of compositions, what is the frequency of each sonority type? Syntax, the order and specific way in which a particular sonority progresses to another sonority (i.e., the voice leading), is not considered here, nor is pitch location a concern: the simple question addresses the prevalence of sonority types with respect to the metrical organization. In this way, we can get a general sense of the sound-quality of a composition (for example, whether there is a predominance of perfect sonorities), and we can observe trends regarding the deployment of sonorities with respect to mensural organization over the chronological timespan of the repertoire.

[3.2] To automatically count all the intervals above the lowest-sounding voice, we used the Rodan Client, a graphical user interface (GUI) for building and running music analysis workflows, developed primarily by Ryan Bannon within the context of the Single Interface for Music Score Searching and Analysis Project. A simple workflow (Example 6) was built in Rodan to run a composition or group of compositions through a set of analytical steps called “indexers,” each of which processes or filters the music data in some way to give us the information we want. Some indexers have user-specified settings (like the Offset Indexer), while others (like the Note/Rest Indexer) do not. In our workflow, the Note/Rest Indexer makes a list of all the pitches and rhythmic values in a composition. The Offset Indexer then narrows down this list according to a user-specified “offset,” which is a numerical representation of some rhythmic value in the composition. Most compositions were analyzed using two different offsets: one to isolate the intervals sounding at the beginning of every breve (the tempus mensural unit), and the other to isolate intervals that fall on the beginning of the medieval longa (i.e., the modus mensural unit). The final workflow step, the Vertical Interval Indexer, delivers all of the intervallic information in the form of a spreadsheet or CSV file. Each composition was fed to Rodan as a symbolic music file (in this case, a MusicXML file), which is a machine-readable version of the score obtained from a notation program like Sibelius or MuseScore.

[3.3] How these indexers work is best demonstrated by stepping through an example. Philippe de Vitry’s motet Colla iugo/Bona condit/LIBERA ME is one of Vitry’s most popular motets, copied in at least nine music manuscripts, including in the Ivrea Codex. The first talea is given as Example 7. When we ran Colla iugo/Bona condit through the three indexers of the Rodan Client workflow, the software generated a CSV file, the beginning of which is illustrated in Example 8 (note that the generated CSV files for each motet at both offsets are available on our project’s Github page). To capture sonorities that occur on each medieval breve, we set the offset to 12 quarter notes, since in our modern transcription of this motet, each medieval breve is transcribed as a modern dotted breve, which is 12 quarter notes long. The first column of the CSV file lists these offsets, which are the “time points” at which our observations were made. This motet has three voices, which are represented in the CSV file as numbers (0, 1, 2) from highest to lowest. Columns two to four thus return the intervals for each possible pair of voices: triplum and motetus (0,1), triplum and tenor (0,2) and motetus and tenor (1,2). The interval size is indicated by the number in each cell (all compound intervals are reduced to simple intervals), and the quality is indicated by letters “P” for perfect, “M” for Major, “m” for minor, “d” for diminished, and “A” for Augmented. For example, the first sonority of the piece is comprised of a perfect fourth (P4) between the triplum and motetus (e-a’), an octave (P8) between the triplum and tenor (a-a’), and a perfect fifth (P5) between the motetus and tenor (a-e). The sonority on the seventh breve (at offset 72) is a major sixth (M6) between the triplum and motetus (c-a’), a major tenth between the triplum and tenor (F-a’) — which, since we reduce compound intervals to simple intervals, is recorded as a major third (M3)— and a perfect fifth between the motetus and tenor (F-c) (compare the dashed boxes marked on Example 7 and Example 8).
As mentioned, each motet was run through the workflow twice: once to output the sonorities that occur at the beginning of each perfect *modus* unit (i.e., the first, fourth, seventh, tenth breves and so on), and once more to output the sonorities that occur on every medieval breve.\(^{37}\) Thus, two CSV files were generated for each motet.

The data in these 124 CSV files were then aggregated and sorted using one of two additional Python scripts, depending on the number of voices.\(^{38}\) The first script categorized sonorities for each row in the CSV file, based on the classification scheme outlined above in Example 3. The script cycles through the order given in the algorithm summarized in Example 9. At moments where there was not at least one vertical interval (two sounding voices), the sonority type was categorized as “Rest or solo”; any sonority containing a diminished or augmented interval, or a second, seventh, or fourth of any quality was classified as “Dissonant”; any sonority containing only perfect intervals as “Perfect”; any sonority containing both a fifth and a sixth as “Dissonant”; remaining sonorities containing any perfect interval as “Mixed”; sonorities containing both a third and a sixth as “Doubly imperfect”; and then remaining sonorities (those containing only imperfect intervals) as “Imperfect.” A second script adapted the same algorithm to work with four-voice motets.\(^{39}\)

In three-voice motets, there are only two textures that generate a measurable sonority type: (1) all three voices sounding, or (2) two voices sounding and one voice resting. As soon as two or more voices are resting, the category for the given time point becomes “Rest or solo,” as there are no vertical intervals produced. In four-voice motets, there are usually at least two voices sounding, so very few time points were labelled “Rest or solo.” Many of the sonorities measured in the four-voice motets were identical in texture to those of the three-voice motets: three voices sounding and one voice resting, yielding two intervals (measured above the lowest-sounding voice). If all four voices were sounding, our scheme would simply tabulate a third interval (which may or may not change the categorization of the sonority). This additive method could potentially be extrapolated to deal with any number of voices.

To illustrate by way of the specific example of Vitry’s *Colla iugo/Bona condit/LIBERA ME* described above: the Python script classified the sonority on the first breve of *Colla iugo/Bona condit/LIBERA ME* (P4, P8, P5) as a “Perfect” (P) sonority because it contains only perfect intervals, and it classified the sonority on the fifth breve (m3, P5, M3) as a “Mixed” (M) sonority because it contains at least one perfect and one imperfect interval. Example 10 shows the sonority types counted by the Python script for the entire motet, a collection of data we term its “Sonority Profile.” The first row displays the sonorities occurring on each medieval breve; the second row, the sonorities occurring at the beginning of each *modus* unit (in the case of this motet, the *modus* is perfect; i.e., there are three breves in each *modus* unit). The third row, the sonority counts for the secondary breves (i.e., the second and third breves of each *modus* unit), is obtained by subtracting the second row from the first. Once sonority profiles like these were generated for each motet, we aggregated these data in a variety of ways to evaluate trends in the repertoire as a whole. By automating both the classification and the counting of the different types of sonorities, we could quickly consider the sonority profiles for individual pieces, as well as for larger groupings of pieces, such as the entire repertoire, the Mo8 group, or a subset of it.

### IV. Analysis of results

#### General observations

Using these aggregated data for each piece, for the repertoire as a whole, and for subsets of the repertoire, the types of sonorities that are deployed at specific metrical intervals can be tracked (at the onset of each long, on all breves, and on breves in secondary positions), and the trends in these distributions observed. Note that this analysis ignores any sonorities that occur in between the breve pulses. The percentage of sonority types over the course of a piece can be derived from the sonority profile for each piece. For example, in *Colla iugo/Bona condit/LIBERA ME* (see the counts for each sonority type given in Example 10), 78% of the sonorities that sound at the beginning of each *longa* (*modus* unit) are perfect (i.e., 35 out of a total of 45) and 62% of the...
sonorities sounding on every breve (82 of 133) are perfect. What we observed in the aggregated data for each motet group is that each of the three groups has certain tendencies with respect to the deployment and percentages of sonority types (i.e., where certain categories of sonority tend to be used), and that specific deviations within these groups offer insight into existing narratives about the stylistic development of the motet during this period. A graphical representation of the sonority profiles for each motet—at modus onset and on the secondary breves—is given in Appendix 2.\(^{(40)}\)

[4.2] Our first observations center on the differences between the three groups of motets (\textit{Mo8, FauvBr, IvTrem}) in their deployment of sonorites on \textit{modus} onsets (i.e., on the first breve of each \textit{modus} unit). \textbf{Example 11} illustrates the distributions of our six sonority categories on \textit{modus} onsets for each of the three groups. The \textit{Mo8} and \textit{FauvBr} groups are the most similar to one another: for the Perfect, Mixed, and Imperfect categories, the mean values are very similar in these two groups (also note that the standard error bars for \textit{Mo8} and \textit{FauvBr} do not overlap with the standard error bars for \textit{IvTrem} in these categories). The mean values for the percentage of perfect sonorities on \textit{modus} onsets are notably high in the \textit{Mo8} and \textit{FauvBr} groups, compared to any other sonority category for any group of motets (at 80% and 78% respectively); whereas the mean value for the percentage of perfect sonorities on \textit{modus} onsets in the \textit{IvTrem} group is much lower, at 62%. Very frequently then, for motets in the \textit{Mo8} and \textit{FauvBr} groups, the sonority sounding at the beginning of a \textit{modus} unit is perfect. On the other hand, the proportions of both mixed and imperfect sonorities on \textit{modus} onsets is much higher in the \textit{IvTrem} group (at 19% and 8% respectively) than in either the \textit{Mo8} or \textit{FauvBr} group. For \textit{Mo8} and \textit{FauvBr}, mixed or imperfect sonorities sounding on \textit{modus} onsets are relatively rare.\(^{(41)}\) The relatively high mean for dissonant sonorities in the \textit{Mo8} group on \textit{modus} onsets (6%) will be explored momentarily. Taken together at a glance, the visual appearance of the data in \textbf{Example 11} for each of the \textit{Mo8} and \textit{FauvBr} motet groups is quite similar, while the visual appearance of the \textit{IvTrem} data stands apart.

[4.3] \textbf{Example 12} provides a separate bar graph for each motet group, and each graph now includes bars for the sonorities on secondary breves. This allows the comparison of the distribution of sonority categories on \textit{modus} onsets versus the distribution on secondary breves. A much larger difference in the distribution of perfect sonorities on \textit{modus} onsets versus on secondary breves is observed in the \textit{Mo8} (80% vs. 45%) and \textit{FauvBr} groups (78% vs. 51%), whereas the difference is smaller in the \textit{IvTrem} group (62% vs. 51%). In all three groups, dissonant sonorities are more common on secondary breves than on \textit{modus} onsets, and the highest overall mean for dissonant sonorities is found in the \textit{Mo8} group on secondary breves. In all three groups, the distribution of mixed sonorities is relatively similar for both \textit{modus} onsets and secondary breves, while the mean value for imperfect sonorities for all three groups is quite a bit higher for secondary breves than for \textit{modus} onsets. Again, the overall visual appearance of the graphs in \textbf{Example 12} shows that the means of \textit{Mo8} and \textit{FauvBr} are more similar to one another than to those of the \textit{IvTrem} group.

[4.4] To examine the data from another perspective, \textbf{Example 13} shows the aggregated data for all of the motets is visualized in one bar graph and sorted according to the percentage of perfect sonorities on \textit{modus} onsets, in order to see if certain motets tend to cluster together (with respect to this single criterion), rather than relying on the pre-ordained groupings according to manuscript collection that were used to create the graphs in Examples 11 and 12. Example 13 thus allows for a birds-eye view of the trend in the usage of perfect sonorities on \textit{modus} onsets with respect to the entire repertoire, and of the overlap between the three groups of motets. The predominance of the black bars (\textit{IvTrem} group) near the bottom of the graph shows how the \textit{IvTrem} motets cluster together with respect to their smaller percentage of perfect sonorities on \textit{modus} onsets, whereas the \textit{Mo8} and \textit{FauvBr} motets (white and gray bars) mostly overlap, although there is a definite cluster of \textit{FauvBr} motets in the middle of this graph (gray bars). Some individual motets stand out: the \textit{IvTrem} motet \textit{Colla iugo/Bona condit} (“Bona”) is quite a bit higher than the black \textit{IvTrem} cluster at the bottom of the graph, as are two other \textit{IvTrem} motets (\textit{Zolomina zelus/Nazarea que decorat/AVE MARIA} and the four-voice \textit{Impudenter circumvivi/Virtutibus Laudabilis/[CONTRATENOR]/[TENOR]}); similarly, three \textit{Mo8} motets (nos. 311, 314, and 316) each are found much lower on this bar graph than the majority of the \textit{Mo8} motets that hover towards the top (white bar cluster).\(^{(42)}\)
Considering specific motets or groups of motets

[4.5] On the other hand, returning to our pre-determined groupings and visualizing the distribution of sonority types on modus onsets for each of the three groups of motets (as outlined in [4.2] and Example 11), Example 14 compares an individual composition to the other motets within the manuscript in which it is copied. As was noted above in the discussion of Example 13, some individual motets in the IvTrem group, in terms of their deployment of perfect sonorities on modus onsets, appear to cluster with the FauvBr group, rather than with the rest of the IvTrem group (see, for example, the motet Colla iugo/Bona condit ("IvTrem – Bona") in Example 13). Example 14 collapses the Imperfect and Doubly imperfect sonority categories (I/DI), since these sonorities occur far less frequently on modus onsets. This graph shows that the distribution of sonorities in Colla iugo/Bona condit (the black bar) aligns more closely with the mean values for the FauvBr motet group (in light gray), than with the IvTrem motets (dark gray). The mean values for perfect and imperfect sonorities in Colla iugo/Bona condit are exactly the same as in the FauvBr group (78% and 4% respectively). At 78%, the percentage of perfect sonorities on modus onsets for Colla iugo/Bona condit is also very close to the mean value for the Mo8 group (80%), but it is quite distant from the mean value for the IvTrem group (the standard error for the IvTrem group for perfect sonorities on modus onsets is 3%). The value for mixed sonorities on modus onsets in Colla iugo/Bona condit (13%) is also closer to the FauvBr group (11%) than it is to the IvTrem group (19%), though just outside the standard error of the FauvBr group (1%). Finally, the low frequency of I/DI sonorities in Colla iugo/Bona condit is comparable to that of the Mo8 motets. If Colla iugo/Bona condit manifests a more old-fashioned approach to sonority that is more similar to the approaches found generally in the FauvBr motets (rather than to those found in the IvTrem motets)—that is, still tied to a predominant usage of perfect sonorities on modus onsets—it may indeed be one of the older motets copied in the Ivrea and Trémoïlle codices, perhaps composed as early as ca. 1320. This early dating is supported by a recent analysis that proposed that Colla iugo/Bona condit was originally composed in a notation closer to the extended Franconian notation found in the Fauvel manuscript (BnF f. fr. 146) rather than the ars nova notation in which it is copied in the Ivrea Codex (Desmond 2018b).

Motets in Mo8 with a “stratified” texture

[4.6] Digging further into the data, we can make more observations on specific motets. For this example, we examine the Mo8 motet Se ieu lie/Liolietem/OMNES (no. 316), which is striking in terms of its percentage of dissonant sonorities (31 %) found on modus onsets (first breves of the modus unit) in comparison to the mean value for the Mo8 group (6 %). Example 15 shows the preponderance of dissonant sonorities in one passage from this motet, marked with a “D” below the lower stave, including several that occur on modus onsets (marked with dashed boxes). Se ieu lie/Liolietem (Mo8, no. 316) is one of a group of motets within the eighth fascicle of the Montpellier Codex that is characterized by its so-called “stratified” texture. That is to say, all three voices have a different level of rhythmic activity: the triplum voice sings a much longer poem that is declaimed in mostly syllabic style on semibreves (in groups of two or three per breve), while the motetus declaims its shorter poem mostly in longs and breves, and the tenor moves mostly in longs. While it is true that a contrapunctus analysis would certainly eliminate several of these dissonances as “passing” and attribute them to the fast-moving nature of the triplum voice, the analysis of sonority profiles undertaken here, which does not eliminate dissonant sonorities, serves to highlight the prevalence of these mensurally accented dissonances and suggests that they were an integral aesthetic of this motet style.

[4.7] Separating out the subset of motets from the Mo8 group that have the same sort of stratified texture as Se ieu lie/Liolietem (Mo8 nos. 305, 307, 311, 314, 317, 330, 332, 338) demonstrates that the characteristics observed above for Se ieu lie/Liolietem are also present in several motets within this subgroup, although to a lesser extent. Example 16 provides a visualization of the sonority profiles of the motets with a stratified texture compared against the mean values for the Mo8 group as a whole. The mixed, imperfect, and doubly imperfect categories are collapsed into a single segment on the bar graph (M/I/DI), and the rest/solo category is eliminated in order to show more plainly the distinction between perfect, non-perfect, and dissonant sonorities in this group of motets. The majority of these stratified motets have fewer perfect sonorities on modus onsets, more “non-
perfect” sonorities in general, and a relatively high level of dissonance, compared to the Mo8 group as a whole. In addition to Se ie suis/jolietement, nos. 311, 330 and 332 have a dissonance percentage on modus onsets that is significantly higher than the mean value for the Mo8 group (the mean for the dissonance category on modus onsets for Mo8 is 6%, and the standard error is 1%), and five of the nine (nos. 307, 311, 314, 316, 332) have a lower percentage of perfect sonorities on first breves than the mean for the group. Example 12 showed that the Mo8 group as a whole had a high level of dissonance with respect to sonority types on secondary breves (with a mean value of 25%), in contrast to its dissonance level on modus onsets (the beginning of the mensural perfections), which are the least dissonant (mean value of 6%). Because there are so many more notes in the upper voices within this group of stratified motets, there is a relatively higher incidence of (possibly passing) dissonances, although they are still mensurally emphasized by virtue of their occurrence on the onsets of the modus unit (see again Example 15 for this type of part-writing).

Mixed sonorities in the IvTrem motets

As was mentioned earlier, we observed a general uptick in the use of mixed sonorities in the IvTrem motets (Example 11 showed the mean value for mixed sonorities sounding on modus onsets was 8% in Mo8, 10% in FauvBr, and 21% in the IvTrem group). Example 17 shows the opening of a three-voice IvTrem motet, Cum statua Nabucodonosor/Hugo, Hugo, princeps invadie/TENOR CLIM STATUA, where the higher frequency of mixed sonorities (“M”) is observed (15% of the breve sonorities are classified as “mixed” over the course of the entire motet). Digging deeper into the IvTrem group, if the three-voice motets are separated out from the four-voice motets, an even greater difference is seen in the percentage of mixed sonorities: the mean value for mixed sonorities sounding on the modus unit onsets is 16% of all sonorities in the three-voice motets (closer to but still higher than in FauvBr), and in the four-voice motets this percentage rises to 30%. In the four-voice IvTrem motet Ida capillorum/Portio nature precellentis geniture/[TENOR]/[CONTRATENOR], probably the newest motet in the repertoire selected for this study, mixed sonorities on the onsets of the modus unit actually surpass the number of perfect sonorities (48% mixed vs. 25% perfect). There are two further IvTrem motets in addition to Ida capillorum/Portio nature for which the percentage of perfect sonorities on the onsets of the modus unit is less than 50%, namely, Post missarum/Post missae/[TENOR]/[CONTRATENOR], and Apta caro/Flos virginum/[ALMA REDEMPOTORIS]). When sonorities on all breves are considered, the mean for perfect sonorities on all breves of the three-voice IvTrem motets is 56%, and 17% for mixed, while in the four-voice group perfect sonorities have a mean value of 49%, and 31% for mixed. Perhaps a growing familiarity and appreciation of the sound quality of mixed sonorities in four-voice motets (mixed sonorities are often necessary in four-voice textures in order to avoid undue unisons between voices or parallel perfect intervals) prompted a concomitant rise in their use in three-voice textures. The lack of differentiation, however, between the sonority types deployed on modus onsets and those deployed on secondary breves in the IvTrem motets is likely reflective of another stylistic change in the mid-fifteenth century motet: the general slowing-down of the breve tempus.

Mensural organization around the breve vs. around the long

When the pulse slows down, the metrical organization comes to be perceived around the tempus unit (the breve), rather than the modus unit (the long), which is how the Mo8 and FauvBr motets were organized metrically. With the caveat that the sample size here is small, how is this trend reflected in our data? If a subset of the IvTrem motets were moving towards organization around the tempus rather than modus unit, we might expect to find less of a difference between the sonority profiles on the first breves of the modus unit, versus the secondary breves of the modus unit. Recall the huge difference between the percentage of sonorities that are perfect sonorities found on modus onsets versus on secondary breves in both Mo8 and FauvBr motets (for the Mo8 group, the mean value for perfect sonorities on modus onsets was 80% vs. 45% on secondary; for the FauvBr group, it was 78% vs. 51%; see Example 11). Example 18 has two bar graphs that visualize this trend in the IvTrem group: the first graph is of the imperfect modus motets (where the modus unit, the long, is binary and comprised of two breves), and the second graph is of the perfect modus
motets (where the *modus* unit, the long, is ternary and comprised of three breves). These graphs illustrate the difference between the percentage of perfect sonorities on first breves, compared to the percentage of perfect sonorities on the secondary breves. The graphs are sorted according to the difference between the percentage of perfect sonorities on the *modus* onsets versus on the secondary breves. If the slowing-down of the breve indeed represents a more recent stylistic development, we might expect the motets towards the right of each of these graphs to be comparatively newer. In these motets, there is minimal difference between where a composer deploys perfect sonorities, whether on *modus* onsets or on secondary breves. In the **IvTrem** group, there are nine motets towards the right of both of these graphs where this difference is 10% or less. Scholarly consensus already dates three of these—*Apollinis eclipsatur/Zodiacum signis lustrantibus/IN OMNEM TERRAM, Ida capillorum/Portio nature, and Apta caro plumiis, ingenii/Flos virginum, decus et species ([ALMA REDEMPTORIS])—to ca. 1350 or even later; and the motet *Mon chant en plainti/QUI dolores onques n’a cogneü/TRISTIS EST ANIMA MEA* has a relatively firm *terminus post quem* of 1337. (48) Specific notational features may indicate that *Impudenter circumvivi/Virtutibus laudabilis* is also comparatively recent (Desmond 2018a, 157). While there is no clear consensus on the compositional dates of the remaining four motets, perhaps the motets’ similar sonority profiles suggest a similar time frame of composition—that is, in the 1340s or 1350s (Cum statua/Hugo, Fortune/Ma dolour, Almifonis melos cum vocibus/Rosa sine culpa spina/[TENOR], and O canenda/Rex quem). Further computational investigation of this subgroup could look at the sonority profiles of the **IvTrem** motets with respect to sonorities that occur at the semibreve offset, and the trends in sonority distribution at this further subdivision of the breve.

Motets with conflicting mensurations between the voices

[4.10] Within the group of **IvTrem** motets is a subset of motets in which one voice sings in a different mensuration (mensural organization) from the other voices (Example 19). This experimental technique appears to have been explored by several *ars nova* composers, and was a characteristic feature of the new style. (49) While Jacobus, author of *Speculum musicae*, railed against modern compositions where perfect and imperfect mensurations were sung simultaneously by different voices (Bragard 1955–73, 7:58), Jean des Murs, in his *Compendium artis musicae*, simply described songs of two categories, one regular, one irregular:

Est autem regularis cantus, dum perfectiones simul incipientes continuando pariter terminantur: irregularis est, dum non . . . Contigit autem aliquando duos cantus esse per se et absolute regulares, qui sunt irregulares ad invicem comparati, dum contra perfectum canitur imperfectum. (Michels 1972, 101)

But it is a regular song when perfections beginning together through their equal continuation are terminated [together]: a song is irregular, when they do not . . . Sometimes the two songs [voices] are by themselves absolutely regular, but irregular when compared to one another, when against perfect is sung imperfect. (translated by Desmond)

[4.11] The tenor of the three-voice motet *Colla iugo/Bona condit*, for example, has notational features that clearly indicate imperfect *modus* for this voice (i.e., its imperfect long rests). The motetus, however, has notational features that imply it is organized in perfect *modus*. (50) Given this combination of mensurations between the voices, one might ask whether a listener or performer would have perceived *Colla iugo/Bona condit* as organized in twos or threes. Theorists of the time cited *Colla iugo/Bona condit* as an example of a perfect *modus* motet, despite its tenor notation.

[4.12] To assess whether there might be one overarching mensural organization within the motets listed in Example 19 that have conflicts of *modus* (as notated) between the voices, we identified the sonorities on *modus* onsets with the Rodan Client both ways: first, as if the *modus* was perfect in all three voices, and then as if it was imperfect in all three voices. The results of this analysis are shown in Example 20. The results suggest that the overall mensuration of the motet follows the mensuration of the motetus voice, if the percentage of perfect sonorities on *modus* onsets is considered a reliable indicator of mensural organization. In *Colla iugo/Bona condit*, for example, a higher proportion of perfect sonorities coincides with the first breves of perfect-*modus* units (this is
the mensuration of the motetus) rather than imperfect-modus units (the mensuration of the tenor). This is true of the remaining motets listed in Example 19, with the one exception of Fortune/Madolour, which has fewer perfect sonorities and more mixed sonorities when analyzed according to the motetus voice’s perfect-modus mensuration.

[4.13] The four-voice O canenda/Rex quem is somewhat exceptional given its relatively unusual mensuration scheme. In Example 20, only the first section of this motet was considered, since O canenda/Rex quem has a second section that is in diminution (where the unit of mensural organization is reduced to the breve unit). In this first (integer valor) section of O canenda/Rex quem (labeled here “Part I”), the contratenor is notated in perfect modus; all the other voices are in imperfect modus. The beginning of this motet is given as Example 21. The contratenor part begins with a breve rest, and the onset of its first complete modus unit begins on the second breve of the motet, after the other voices have already entered. Since the onset of the contratenor’s perfect modus units begins on the second breve of each talea, the first breves of the contratenor part versus the first breves of the other three voices occur at staggered time points. The first coincidence of modus onset in all four voices is on the fifth breve of the motet, and thereafter at every sixth breve (thus at breve 5, breve 11, breve 17, etc., marked in Example 21 with dashed boxes) (Desmond 2018a, 229–32). This offset perhaps accounts for the relatively high percentage of dissonance when the sonorities are counted according to the contratenor’s mensuration (see the large black section [representing dissonant sonorities] of the bar graph in Example 20 for “Rex quem - Part I [modus P]”). Taking the dissonance percentage into account, if one was to consider the implications of sonority placement alone in judging the experiential mensuration of this motet, the overall mensuration of O canenda/Rex quem appears to be imperfect modus.

V. Conclusion

[5.1] Many more questions could be addressed using the methods described above. Further analysis and manipulation of this data could potentially answer questions such as these:

- What trends might be observed in the use of doubly imperfect (DI) sonorities?
- If the contratenor is removed from consideration in the four-voice motets, how might the sonority profile change? Would these profiles more closely match the three-voice IvTrem group, and would the overall percentage of mixed sonorities decrease?
- Are the sonority profiles more similar for pieces in the same mensuration?
- What about the differences or similarities between the sonority profiles of motets that are based on chant tenors versus song tenors, or between those motets that use a longer versus a shorter repeating segment of tenor pitches (color)?
- What trends might be observed if another set of sonority profiles were generated with the Offset Indexer in the Rodan Client with the offset set to the semibreve, especially for the IvTrem group?

All of the digitally encoded music files, the CSV output from running the Rodan Client workflows, the aggregated data, and the processing scripts have been made publicly available on GitHub, along with clear and accessible documentation to allow for further exploration of this repertoire. We invite readers to use these tools and data in their own investigations and analyses, and to use the tools on other motets: for example, by creating encodings of the Machaut motets, or the remaining Montpellier or Fauvel motets that were not included in this study.

[5.2] In some ways, developing these algorithms for a computer is similar to the teaching process. Unlike a human student, however, the computer will not pick up on and reproduce unarticulated assumptions, and needs explicit instructions for each step of the process. In turn, the necessity of developing these explicit instructions caused us to query and interrogate some implicit assumptions that we held and that we observed in the literature, with respect to the different gradations of sonority between the extremes of perfect and dissonant. While tallying up sonorities using a computer program can in some ways be a coarse approach to this repertoire (for example, the fact that on-beat passing dissonances are counted as part of the sonority and thus get tallied as
“dissonant” sonorities), it does allow for a relatively rapid overview of a large number of works in a greater variety of ways and more systematically, than if the results were tallied by hand.

[5.3] Histories of the French motet have tended to articulate a line of development from the *ars antiqua* style towards what is viewed as the fundamentally new style of the Fauvel motets, which then coalesces into the *ars nova* motet, of which the Ivrea Codex is a representative source. This study has demonstrated that in terms of sonority, at least, more nuance in the telling of this story is warranted. In almost every respect, the *FauvBr* motets studied here are much closer to the newest of the Montpellier motets (our Mo8 group) than to the *IvTrem* group in terms of their deployment of sonority. (54) For the Mo8 motets under consideration here, the treatment of sonority is dominated by the almost ubiquitous arrival on a perfect sonority at the onset of the *modus* unit. A higher degree of dissonance is tolerated on secondary breves, as is seen most strikingly in the Montpellier motet *Dieus, comment puet li cuers durer*/Vo vair oel m’ont espris/tenor (Mo8, no. 314). A further reason for the higher dissonance in the Mo8 group as a whole is the higher number of dissonant sonorities in general found in the subset of motets that have a faster-moving triplum and a stratified texture, comprising both the Petronian motets, and the additional small group of motets in the eighth fascicle that use syllabic semibreves extensively. The deployment of mixed sonorities in the *FauvBr* group of motets is only very slightly higher than that found in Mo8 group, and in the deployment of imperfect sonorities the statistics are basically identical. This observation regarding sonority in these two groups of motets is in accord with recent research that places the production of the eighth fascicle of the Montpellier Codex in close temporal proximity to the production of the *Roman de Fauvel* manuscript (see again [2.1]). In the *IvTrem* group, a much higher proportion of mixed consonances are found at the onset of the *modus* units than is found in either Mo8 or FauvBr, which is in line with Jacobus’s comment in book VII of his *Speculum musicae* that *ars nova* composers use many more imperfect consonances (Bragard 1955–73, 7.24). When Jacobus speaks of the *ars nova*, he might have had in mind the FauvBr motet repertoire, but it is more likely that he is describing motets closer to the established *ars nova* repertoire copied in both the Ivrea and Tremoïlle codices and many more (now) fragmentary sources (many of have been attributed to Philippe de Vitry). (55) The rise of mixed sonorities in the *IvTrem* motets was hypothesized here as exemplifying two trends in the *ars nova*: a rise in preference for mixed sonorities in general (especially when a fourth voice is added), and a general slowing-down of the breve as the century progressed, so that rather than the long, the breve serves as the primary organizational unit in a small number of the *IvTrem* motets considered here. While there is not enough evidence here to suggest a possible dating and/or chronology of the *IvTrem* motets based on sonority alone, the trend in the deployment of sonority offers corroborating evidence that the nine motets *Impudenter*/Virtutibus, *Fortune*/Ma dolour, *O canenda*/Rex quem, *Apollinis*/Zodiacum, *Ida capillorum*/Portio, *Cum statua*/Hugo, *Almifonis*/Rosa, *Mon chant*/Qui, and *Apta*/Flos may be among the later motets of the group studied here. (56)

[5.4] Two significant developments coincided with the composition of the *IvTrem* repertoire considered here. The first is the codification and dissemination of the *ars nova* theories on mensural notation of Jean des Murs and Philippe de Vitry. The second is the dissemination of a set of rules governing correct contrapuntal practice in two-part writing, possibly first written down by Petrus dictus Palma ociosa in 1336. To some extent, within what Fuller terms the “greatly expanded temporal domain” (1986, 37), the rules for *contrapunctus* freed composers from needing to articulate their compositions around the arrival on a perfect sonority at the onset of each long, and instead offered a framework for a more flexible part writing that did not need to be tied to the organization of the recurring *modus* unit, particularly useful when many of these *ars nova* compositions played with superimposition of conflicting mensurations. Rob Wegman has noted the significant change in contrapuntal treatment that can be seen from a comparison of the Fauvel motet *Firmissime*/Adesto (ca. 1315, possibly by Philippe de Vitry), which “moves firmly and unabashedly in parallel fifths and octaves,” and the Ivrea motet *Petre Clemens*/Lugentium siccenturi*/tenor* (written by Philippe de Vitry in 1342), where “the parallel fifth-octave sounds that made up the substance of the earlier motet have completely disappeared” (2014, 29–31). (57) With Petre/Lugentium, Wegman continues, we “are a lot closer to the kind of three-part unmeasured counterpoint that we find in the treatise of Petrus de Palma ociosa” (30). The data outlined in this study is not sufficient, of course, to support broad conclusions about the change in part-writing in motets during this period: a more
in-depth analysis—which could also be carried out computationally—would examine every slice of
the polyphonic texture (not just at the offset of the breve or long, but every time a new sonority is
articulated). It should also incorporate specific information about voice leading (i.e., pitch names),
in order to reach conclusions about changes in the contrapuntal treatment of pairs of voices during
this half-century. For now, the data and analysis outlined here supports two main findings: that 1)
there was a definitive and stark change in the deployment of sonority in the central repertoire of
motets found in both the Ivrea and Tremoïlle codices, and 2) that, at least in terms of their sonority
type and relationship to the rhythmic unfolding of their compositions, the later motets of the
Montpellier Codex and the later motets copied in the Roman de Fauvel are a good deal more similar
than has hitherto been supposed.
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Footnotes
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1. Exceptions are Hartt 2007 and 2017, which discuss the three-voice motets of Machaut (2007) and sonority practice in a selection of three-voice motets attributed to Philippe de Vitry (2017).

2. There are far fewer studies of vertical sonorities in thirteenth-century motets, but see Pesce 1990 and 2018.

3. A note on motet names: the first time a motet is mentioned in the text, the full incipits of each voice part will be given. In subsequent mentions, a shortened version of the title derived from the first one or two words of the two upper voice parts will be used. In the charts, the labels will cite only the incipit from the motetus voice. The full titles of the motets and the chart labels are listed in Appendix 1.


5. Recent studies have demonstrated how these rules informed the widespread practice of improvised polyphony. See in particular Canguilhem 2011, Cumming 2013a, Schubert 2002, and Wegman 1996.

6. For Crocker’s “chords” see Crocker 1962, 12. On the persistence of the two-part framework in Renaissance polyphony, see Cumming 2013b.
7. Leach 2000b outlines a very useful method for using counterpoint teachings in the analysis of fourteenth-century songs that begins with the identification of the progression of dyads produced by the cantus-tenor duet. In music of more than two voices, each voice pair is analysed separately: “considering the three-part sounding whole as two overlaid tenor duets (and, in addition, an upper-voice pair)” (64). She distinguishes her method from Fuller’s approach, who “for three-part counterpoint has developed a way of classifying sonorities as expansions of two-part sonorities” (66). Leach summarizes the difference between their two approaches as follows: “Fuller’s method leads her to identify as directed progressions in three-part music only those which happen in all three parts,” which may not reveal progressions such as the “chaining” that Leach describes in Machaut’s Je ne cuit pas (Ballade no. 14) (64–69).

8. The reductions are described as “an idealized distillation of a structural framework that exists beneath the surface fluctuations of motivic figure and melodic line” (47).

9. Crocker 1962 outlines the two-part discant classifications of several late medieval theorists, and also discusses the three-part writing described in the Ars discantus once attributed to Jean des Murs. See also Fuller 2002. For further discussion of late medieval rules of counterpoint, especially as they might relate to improvisation of counterpoint in the fourteenth century, including a discussion of Petrus frater dictus palma ociosa’s treatise, see Stone 1996.

10. Franco’s original text reads: “Item intelligendum est quod in omnibus modis utendum est semper concordantiis in principio perfectionis” (Reaney and Gilles 1974, 73).

11. In referring to Pelinski’s “Ruhepunkte” and “Ruheklänge,” Fuller describes the use of sonorities of a relatively long duration that function as “resting-points” and which composers deployed for this particular quality: “The holds, on the other hand, freeze the music on a sound that is detached without notice from its surrounding sound brings no specific local action to completion” (1986, 56–57). She also adds that Machaut’s motets Faus Samblant and Bone pastor have “an unusual density of resting points” (57).

12. An unsupervised machine-learning-based approach to this corpus would have the computer learn from the corpus to create the categories by clustering instances based on their statistical properties. For exemplary studies that use machine learning models to derive categories from a corpus, see Albrecht and Huron 2014, and White 2014.


14. The most recent scholarship on the copying dates of the two other large fourteenth-century codices that transmit a large collection of ars antiqua motets—the Turin Codex (Turin, Biblioteca Real, Vari 42 [formerly part of E. X. 73/ H. 59]) and the Las Huelgas Codex (Burgos, Monasterio de Las Huelgas, II [formerly IX])—places their copying dates later than both the eighth fascicle of the Montpellier Codex and the Roman de Fauvel manuscript. For a summary of the scholarship on the date of the Turin Codex and a possible dating in the 1330s, see Everist 2007, 370–71. On Las Huelgas, see the companion essay to the facsimile edition by Nicolas Bell (2003, 37), where he favors a date towards the end of the first quarter of the fourteenth century, and Catalunya 2015 for a slightly later dating.
15. In addition, digitally encoded versions of Machaut’s motets are not yet publicly available. 

16. Desmond 2018a focuses on the same group of motets. The explanation for the repertoire choice is outlined in Appendix 1, and the concordances for each motet listed (241–45).

17. On the *ars antiqua* repertoire that features syllabic semibreves, see Desmond 2018c.

18. *Impudenter*/Virtutibus/(TENOR)/CT., being a later addition to the Brussels rotulus, is included instead in the IvTrem group.

19. Desmond 2018a posits that, at least with respect to their notation, the repertoire copied in the Roman de Fauvel manuscript might have more in common with the *ars antiqua* than the *ars nova* (15–16). See also the discussion of some of the old-fashioned aspects of the FauvBr motet *Tribum que non abhorruit*/Quoniam secta*/MERITO in chapter 2, and the discussion of Fauv’s notation in chapter 4.

20. Also suggestive of the centrality of the IvTrem *ars nova* repertoire is the fact that, of the thirty motets found in either the Brussels rotulus or in the group copied in both Ivrea manuscript and the Trémoïlle index, fifteen are cited in music theory treatises, and most of the thirty have several concordances in the surviving fragmentary manuscripts (Desmond 2018a, 242). The motet *Douce playsence*/Garison selon nature*/NEUMA was not included in our analysis, because its frequent sectional changes of mensuration made it impossible to fix the value of the breve offset, which continually switches between eight and twelve quarter notes.


22. Hartt describes his taxonomy as a “taxonomy of sonority that may describe the surface features of Machaut’s three-voice motets” (2010, 198).

23. As Fuller states, “one fourteenth-century teacher cautions that any third participant, if discanting below the cantus, becomes the guide to the consonances above” (1986, 40). On his refined taxonomy and the relationship to Fuller’s see Hartt 2010, 187–203.

24. This is from the treatise *Cum notum sit* on the effect of interval type, as quoted in Hartt 2010, 186 (which acknowledges that it is adapted from Fuller 1986, 44).

25. Hartt (2010) has a slightly different aim than Fuller, and he is also interested in categorizing dissonant sonorities more fully. He writes that his system accounts for all the “consonant and dissonant sonority types that occur on the surface of Machaut’s motets” (225).

26. Hartt (2010) acknowledges the difference between these sonorities in his subclassifications of each sonority type, which he distinguishes by a subscript letter or number. For example, his subclassifications of the Imperfect sonority has a sonority composed of a single imperfect interval (*Imperfect-*(I)); a sonority composed of two identical imperfect intervals (*Imperfect-I*); a sonority comprised of an imperfect interval and its compound (*Imperfect-I*); and two different imperfect intervals (*Imperfect-I*). Hartt’s subdivision takes account of the criterion of *diversitas*.
described in the “Quicumque voluerit” treatise. The subcategories acknowledge the differences between the number of different pitch classes a sonority contains—for example, if the two upper voices have the same pitch class, they are classified as having nulla diversitas—and also with respect to the quality of some intervals between the upper voices (i.e., if they are considered sweet [dulce] or discordant [discors]; see especially the tables on 188 and 200). In addition, Hartt takes into account the different sound that a compound interval such as a tenth will give to a sonority, versus its simple reduced form, the third.

27. Hartt makes the important distinction that while a contrapunctus must be consonant, sonorities can be consonant or dissonant: “Because of their discord, [dissonances] are not used in counterpoint, but in cantus fractibili in smaller notes. When a semibreve or a tempus is divided into more notes, that is, in three parts, then one of these parts can be in the discordant species’ (2010, 182; original appears in the anonymous treatise Ars contrapunctus secundum Philippum de Vitriaco, [1864–76] 1963, 3:27a). Fuller (1986, 42) also mentions dissonant sonorities, but notes that theorists do not formally admit dissonances into what they consider to be contrapunctus.

28. Interval spacing is an important aspect of a sonority’s sound (Hartt 2010, 181), and further expansions of the analytical methodology outlined here could differentiate (as Hartt’s does) between compound and simple intervals.

29. See Crocker 1962, 13–14, on the comments in various treatises regarding the reckoning of concords from the lowest-sounding voice. The lowest-sounding voice is not always the tenor, as is the case in the FauvBr motet Tribum/Quoniam.


31. This is very different, then, from Hartt’s (2010) approach. For example: “Each encountered discord needs to be treated individually, checked against the manuscripts, and evaluated vis-à-vis the overall melodic, sonorous, and textual contexts. In the end, some instances will inevitably require subjective judgement on the part of the analyst” (199).

32. Rodan is based on the VIS-Framework, which is a toolkit for music analysis developed as part of the ELVIS project (https://elvisproject.ca/) and later extended as part of the SIMSSA Project (http://www.simssa.ca) by Christopher Antila, Jamie Klassen, Alexander Morgan, Reiner Kramer, and Ryan Bannon.

33. In the Offset Indexer settings, “1” is equivalent to a quarter note. In this repertoire, the beat or pulse of a piece is most often equivalent to the breve in the original medieval notation. In the modern transcriptions used for this analysis, depending on the original mensuration, a breve was transcribed as a value worth 8, 12, or occasionally 18 quarter notes, thus the offset for the breve in Rodan was set to either 8, 12, or 18. To find the sonorities that occur at the beginning of the medieval long, the offset in Rodan was set at either 16, 24, 36, or 54 again, depending on the mensuration of the original notation.

34. To view the digital edition of this motet and transcription that preserves the original medieval note values, see https://measuringpolyphony.org/display.html/?assets/mensural/bona_MENSURAL.mei.

35. See https://github.com/MeasuringPolyphony/mp-sonority-analysis.
36. To capture the sonorities at the beginning of each medieval *longa*, the offset was set to 36 quarter notes, since this motet is in perfect *modus* and there are three medieval breves to each long (i.e., 3 x 12 quarter notes). Note that while the tenor voice is in imperfect *modus*, Desmond (2018a, 210–12) argued that the experiential mensuration for the motet as a whole is perfect *modus*, which is the mensuration of the motetus voice. Contemporary theorists also identified *Colla/Bona* as a perfect *modus* motet. See [4.11] below.  
Return to text

37. As will be discussed in [4.11], *Colla/Bona* is an example of a motet whose voices are notated with different mensurations: the motetus is clearly in perfect *modus*, whereas the tenor is notated in imperfect *modus*. As is argued in [4.11] and in the scholarly literature cited there, we contend that the experiential mensuration of *Colla/Bona* is perfect *modus*.  
Return to text

38. The Python scripts are also available at https://github.com/MeasuringPolyphony/mp-sonority-analysis.  
Return to text

39. The aggregated dataset is available here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vSAtLrC2n10V1BoWvA6-Tm3WPOGuTWDD0P0rsK9pvtAzIEw9C-kagqweyOUAy6yLAWKUDs4s2R/pubhtml.  
Return to text

40. Note that in the graphs that follow, the motet labels are derived from either the work number in the Montpellier Codex (for the *Mo8* motets) or from the first word or words of the motetus voice (for the *FauBr* and *IvTrem* motets).  
Return to text

41. The standard error for the mixed category at *modus* onset for *IvTrem* is 2%, while the mean for mixed sonorities at *modus* onset is 8% in *Mo8* and 10% in *FauBr*. The mean value for imperfect sonorities at *modus* onset is 3% in the *Mo8* group and 4% in the *FauBr* group. See also [4.7] for further discussion of the increase in mixed sonorities in the *IvTrem* group, which in part is due to the presence of five four-voice motets in this group, although this small number of motets does not fully account for the striking difference in sonority type.  
Return to text

42. The titles of these motets are as follows: *Se je chante/Bien doi amer/ET SPERA(BIT) (Mo8, no. 311)*, *Dieus, comment puet/Vo vair/(TENOR) (Mo8, no. 314)*, *Se je sui/Jolietement/OMNES (Mo8, no. 316)*.  
Return to text

43. Motets with faster-moving top voices are often described in the scholarly literature as “Petronian,” after the composer Petrus de Cruce, who is associated with some of them. However, here “stratified” texture is used to describe motets that have faster-moving upper voices that declaim the text in syllabic semibreves, but do not necessarily have the four or more semibreves per breve associated with the Petrus de Cruce repertory. In *Mo8*, motets with four or more semibreves per breve are nos. 317, 332, and 338. Stratified textures, on the other hand, where the triplum moves in syllabic semibreves consistently, and each of the three voices moves at a greater rate of speed, comprises a larger group of motets in *Mo8* and are listed in [4.7].  
Return to text

44. To view the digital edition of this motet and transcription that preserves the original note values, see, https://measuringpolyphony.org/display.html?/assets/mensural/316_MENSURAL.mei.  
Return to text

45. For the motet titles that correspond to these numbers, see Appendix 1.  
Return to text

46. This includes the three so-called “Petronian” motets of the Montpellier Codex’s eighth fascicle that have more than three semibreves per breve, nos. 317, 332, 338.
47. To view the digital edition of this motet and transcription that preserves the original medieval note values, see https://measuringpolyphony.org/display.html?/assets/mensural/hugo_MENSURAL.mei.

48. For the evidence dating Apollinis/Zodiacum and Apta/Flos to ca. 1350 or later, see Desmond 2018a, 4 and 48. On the date of Mon chant/Qui, see Plumley 2013, 231–39.

49. Zayaruznaya 2018, 380, highlights the four-voice works of Vitry and Machaut that feature contrasting modus between the voices.

50. In the motetus, there are dots of perfection regularly added to longs, breve rests that follow longs, and breves that must be interpreted as altered breves. Since the triplum mostly proceeds in breves and semibreves, and all its longs are imperfect, it is difficult to say whether it is organized in imperfect or perfect modus.

51. To view the digital edition of this motet and transcription that preserves the original medieval note shapes, see https://measuringpolyphony.org/display.html?/assets/mensural/rex_quem_MENSURAL.mei.

52. If one looks at the contrapuntal writing between the voices and at the placement of the directed progressions, the contratenor’s perfect modus measure does seem to have a prominent role in this motet’s mensural organization. See Desmond 2018a, 229–33.

53. All these files may be accessed on the project’s Github site: https://github.com/MeasuringPolyphony/mp-sonority-analysis.

54. Recall that not all motets from these sources were the subject of this study: we attempted to identify the newer motets from the eighth fascicle of the Montpellier Codex (23 motets) and the Roman de Fauvel (18 motets), and a subset from the Ivrea Codex (21) that likely constitutes a central repertory of the established ars nova. See [2.3] above.

55. See chapters 2, 4, and 6 of Desmond 2018a.

56. Scholarly consensus already places Zodiacum, Portio, and Flos ca. 1350 or later, see fn. 48.

57. Petre/Lugentium was not considered in this study, because it was not copied in the Tremoillé manuscript.

Appendix 1. List of motets analyzed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mo8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>Alma virgo virginum/Benedicta es, maria/TENOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306</td>
<td>Mout ai longuement Amour/Li dous maus d’amer/PORTARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307</td>
<td>Dieus, comment porrai laissier/O regina gloria/NOBIS CONCEDAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309</td>
<td>Par une matinee, el moys joli d’avril/O clemencie/D’UN JOLI DART</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In somnis, mira Dei nuncia monuerunt/Amours me commande et prie

Se je chante, ce fait Amour/Bien doi amer mon ami

Au tans nouvel, que naissent flours/Chele m’a tollu

Dieus, comment puet li cuers durer/Vo vair oel m’ont espris

In somnis

Se je sui liés et chantans/Jolietement

Aucun, qui ne sevent servir/Iure tuis laudibus

On parole de batre et de vanner/A Paris soir et matin

Dieus, comment puet li cuers durer/Vo vair oel m’ont espris

Omnes

Firmissime fidem teneamus/Adesto, sancta Trinitas

Je cuidoie bien mettre/Se j’ai folement amé

Facilius a nobis vitatur/Alieni boni invidia

Je voi douleur avenir, car tout/Fauvel nous a fait present

Firmissime fidem teneamus/Adesto, sancta Trinitas

Je voi douleur avenir, car tout/Fauvel nous a fait present

Firmissime fidem teneamus/Adesto, sancta Trinitas

Firmissime fidem teneamus/Adesto, sancta Trinitas
* Works that have four or more semibreves per breve in the triplum (“Petronian”)
** Works for four voices
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